Intro Theory F11

ARC 3243 5249 Introduction to Design Theory
Critical Theory in Architecture
Instructor:

W. Elysse Newman, Associate Professor

wenewman@fiu.edu
Office Hours:

Tues. 2:00-3:30 or by appointment
PCA 376B
Teaching Assistants:

URL TO COURSE CONTENT WEBSITE (CLICK ON COURSE NAME OR NUMBER)
http://designtheory.fiu.edu
LECTURE/DISCUSSION SECTIONS: Tues/Thurs 12:30-1:45
PCA XXX
Fall 2011

TERM PROJECT: 03

The following are guidelines for the outline of your research project. Please review the
earlier handout titled 'Research Guidelines' for additional information.
Draft Outline 01: DUE Sunday Oct. 21, 5:00 PM
Upload your proposal to your TA’s email as a .doc file using the following format:
O1 _seminar TA name_student names
For example, O1_miller_smith-hawkins
This represents Outline 1, Miller seminar section, Smith student name, Hawkins student name
IN ADDITION:
You MUST turn in a hardcopy of the file to your section TA by Monday at 5:00 PM.
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Outline to Include
1. Introductory paragraph that includes a thesis statement. As you continue to
research this will change, but this will help you identify what you are currently
thinking about in relation to the material.
2. You may use whatever alpha-numeric system you are comfortable with to
organize. Outline the whole paper, not just one part or what you know best.
3. Up to date bibliography organized by Primary and Secondary sources (See
'Research Guidelines' handout for explanation of the difference).
4. Images/drawings - Xerox copies of key images for the project. You will also use
these images/drawings to discuss the model with you instructor, therefore;
include the following:
-plans, sections, elevations, detail drawings [you do not need to draw these if they exist,
but enlarge or reduce so that everything is to the same scale and is large enough to be
legible – no less than 8.5 x 11 sheet – recommend increasing to 11 x17].
-photographs that show the site context, adjacent buildings, etc
-aerial view if available
-photographs that show materials, interiors, specific details.
We will review and comment on your outline. In addition, we will meet with each group
to discuss as needed.
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